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In this study, using homology mapping of assembled expressed sequence tags against the 
genomic data, we identified alternative splicing events in barley. Results demonstrated that 
intron retention is frequently associated with specific abiotic stresses. Network analysis 
resulted in discovery of some specific sub networks between miRNAs and transcription 
factors in genes with high number of alternative splicing, such as cross talk between SPL2, 
SPL10 and SPL11 regulated by miR156 and miR157 families. To confirm the alternative 
splicing events, elongation factor protein (MLOC_3412) was selected followed by 
experimental verification of the predicted splice variants by qRT-PCR. Our novel integrative 
approach opens a new avenue for functional annotation of alternative splicing through 
regulatory-based network discovery. 
  
Keyword: Alternative splicing, Functional diversity, Hordeum vulgare, Network discovery, 
qRT-PCR. 









The presence of introns within a protein-coding gene can generate more than one mRNA 
isoform through an event called as Alternative Splicing (AS). This process increases the 
transcriptome plasticity and proteome diversity without increasing the gene content [1]. In 
some cases, alternatively spliced pre-mRNAs may yield thousands of splice variants [2]. To 
date, four main types of AS are known: exon skipping, alternative 5' splice site, alternative 3' 
splice sites and intron retention [3]. 
In potential, large number of splice isoforms can be created by these mechanisms, both 
singularly or in combination [4]. Change in coding regions alter characteristics of protein 
structure such as binding properties, intracellular localization, stability, enzymatic and 
signaling activities [5]. In contrast, change in 3' or 5' UTRs may affect message stability and 
target location. Some splice isoforms contain a Premature Termination Codon (PTC). These 
ones are non-functional and often not translated, but targeted for Nonsense-Mediated Decay 
(NMD) which recognized mRNAs containing pre-mature termination codons for degradation. 
This process, termed RUST (Regulated Unproductive Splicing and Translation), act in 
regulation of protein expression by generating NMD-targeted isoforms [1]. The majority of 
plant AS events have not been functionally characterized, but evidence suggests that AS 
participates in vital plant functions including stress response, disease resistance, 
photosynthesis and flowering [1,6,7]. However, besides few observations, the knowledge on 
AS in plants is still limited [3]. Several reports showed the patterns of tissue-specific splicing 
[8]. However, the majority of these functions are still remain uncovered in Hordeum vulgare 
and verification of the AS events, may highlight some important biological phenomena 
involvement, specific to grass lineage. 
AS has an important role in formation and regulation of protein-protein interactions (PPIs), 




importance of employing high-throughput approaches to identify the interaction targets of 
specific coding regions specified by alternative exons, and integrate this information into 
existing knowledge of gene and protein interaction networks [11]. 
Recent high-throughput based experiments on transcriptional and splicing regulation provide 
a pair-wise relationship between a specific regulatory factor and its targets [12,13]. However, 
the complex interaction between genes and environment are governing the cellular response 
which cannot be completely understood in the level of individual interactions. The complex 
interactions can be unrevealed through the intricate interplay between the different regulators 
and their target genes [14]. It should be noted that understanding the complex interactions 
between the diverse regulators in the cell is crucial for unraveling the gene regulatory 
network in multi cellular organisms [14]. Interestingly, integrating transcription and 
phosphorylation networks in different species suggested a positive correlation between the 
species complexity and the degree of cooperation in the network [15]. TFs and miRNAs are 
the major commanders of networks which have the potential role in regulation a large set of 
gene expression [16-18] 
Genome-wide analysis using Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) and available genomic 
sequences offer new possibilities in global genome analysis and detection of AS events [16]. 
ESTs represent the functional transcripts expressed from active genes in the cells, tissues or 
conditions investigated and generally give an overview of the developmental and 
physiological processes that function in these conditions [19-23]. Homology based-mapping 
of ESTs against genomic sequences acts as a corner stone approach to discover and delineate 
AS variants [24]. As example, alignment of cDNAs/ESTs to their corresponding genome 
sequences showed that approximately 30% mRNAs of Arabidopsis and Oryza are 
alternatively spliced [25]. In contrast, only 6.3% of expressed genes were alternatively 




retention is shown to be the major AS event occurring for at least 35% of genes [18,27,28] 
which indicated different rates of AS events among Brachipodium, Arabidopsis and Oryza. 
Another advance in functional genomics analysis is obtained by development of the concept 
Gene Ontology (GO), GO classification and GO network interaction in addition to gene 
network interaction [29]. This new concept can provide more comprehensive analytical 
approach to elucidate key genes, biological pathways and AS mechanism in barley. 
As a diploid, inbreeding, temperate crop, barley (Hordeum vulgare) has traditionally been 
considered as a model for plant genetic research [30]. It has also been suggested as a model 
species for study of the Triticeae to understand the function and regulation of complex cereal 
crop such as wheat genomes. The genome of H. vulgare was recently sequenced and a total 
of 26,159 genes were predicted as a part of genome analysis pipeline [30]. Altogether, the 
availability of genomic sequence of H. vulgare and the availability of EST database 
(http://www.plantgdb.org/) [31] provide an opportunity to perform genome wide 
computational based analysis of AS. 
In the present study, we investigated the landscape of the AS events and classified them 
according to function ontology. In addition, integrated network analysis of transcriptional, 
post transcriptional and splicing regulation was employed. Our results, for the first time, 
unraveled that some specific networks between TFs and miRNAs regulate splicing process in 
high AS genes, but these subnetworks are absent in genes with low AS events. This work 
reports an unprecedented evaluation of AS in H. vulgare as a model plant, and presents an 
estimate of AS extent and its complexity. 





To increase the accuracy of analysis and decrease the rate of false positive in identification of 
AS isoforms, we used tentative unique sequences (also called a Plant Unique Transcripts or 
PUTs) instead of individual ESTs. The PUTs sets were retrieved by assembling 531,159 
ESTs and mRNA sequences (version 169a) downloaded from PlantGDB 
(http://www.plantgdb.org/) [31]. In brief, ESTs were analyzed for the contaminating vectors 
and then homo polymer tails were removed. Vmatch program [32] was used to identify 
contaminations and repetitive elements by comparison of the mRNA sequences to vector, 
bacterial and repeat databases. Cleaned EST sequences were first clustered by the PaCE 
program [33] and then for each clusters, clustering algorithm (CAP3) [34] is used to perform 
the assembly. In order to minimize such potential false negatives, the above resulted CAP3 
contigs/singlets are self-clustered using the Vmatch program. These CAP3 contigs/singlets 
were designed as PUT. A total of 134,482 high quality tentative unique sequences were used 
to analyze the diversity of alternative transcripts. The genome sequence of H. vulgare was 
downloaded from Plants Ensembl (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html). 
 
Homology mapping and identification of alternative splicing isoforms 
Homology mapping was performed by mapping the PUTs (hereafter referred as ESTs) of H. 
vulgare to the corresponding genome sequence. Identification of AS isoforms was carried out 
by ASFinder (http://proteomics.ysu.edu/tools/ASFinder.html/) [35]. ASFinder uses SIM4 
program to map ESTs to the corresponding genome [36]. Subsequently, ASFinder identifies 
those ESTs that are mapped to the same genomic location but have variable exon–intron 
boundaries as AS isoforms. Three thresholds were used for mapping, 1) a minimum of 97% 
identity of aligned ESTs with the genomic sequences 2) a minimum of 80 bp of aligned 




subsequently analyzed, and AS events were identified using Astalavista server 
(http://genome.crg.es/astalavista/) [37]. 
 
Functional impact of AS genes versus Reference Genome  
GO Analysis carried out using data obtained from Ensembl through the BioMart tool 
(http://plants.ensembl.org/biomart). In order to perform comparison between a gene list and 
its genome, we used hyper-geometric distribution [38]. This comparison reveals whether a 
particular GO in a gene list is over-represented or under-represented. We have presented all 
the common GO groups between sample and its reference genome in a chart as observed 
protein numbers next to the expected protein number. Eventually, K–S test is used to compare 
all GO groups at once between sample and reference genome. Expected protein number of 









Functional impact of alternative splicing  
Detection of overrepresented and underrepresented GOs provides a new avenue for 
unraveling of underlying differential biological pathways and regulatory networks in genes 
with different rate of AS. This is essential to identify important candidate genes for complex 
biological systems such as AS. 
To achieve this goal, we performed GO analysis for AS genes. Analysis of gene sets and 
significance estimation is carried out using g: Profiler (http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/index.cgi) 
[39]. This web server uses hyper geometric distribution for significance estimation.  
 




To understand the dynamics of complex process such as AS in barley, information about 
functions of proteins and underlying pathways are needed. This information is scattered 
throughout the scientific publications. some software systems, such as Pathway Studio, can 
bring the relevant information together and organize them for further analysis [40]. 
A range of interaction sets, derived by text mining from literature, are deposited in the 
Pathway Studio database such as regulation, expression, promoter binding, molecular 
transport, protein modification, binding, molecular synthesis, chemical reaction, direct 
regulation, miRNA effect, protein complex, and small molecule function. Furthermore, we 
updated the network database Pathway Studio 10 using Medscan language programming by 
literature mining. Based on AS genes as input, different possible pathways to which these 
genes may contribute were called from the updated database of the Pathway Studio package. 
The gene set enrichment concept was used to distinguish and select important pathways. 
Gene set enrichment measures the enrichment of different networks/pathways by an imported 
list of genes/miRNAs and highlights the statistically enriched pathways at p≤0.05, based on 
various statistical tests and particularly Fisher’s exact test. Gene set enrichment approach, 
implemented in Pathway Studio 10 software [41] was used to construct different networks 
which are statistically significant. Gene set enrichment measures the enrichment of different 
networks/pathways by the imported list of genes and highlights the statistically enriched sub 
networks at p=0.05[40]. To construct the interaction network with two sets of genes, high and 
low AS genes, RESNET Plant database of Pathway Studio software v.10 (Elsevier) was used. 
This database includes new aliases for genes in the model plant and the other plants including 
tobacco, tomato and barley[40,41]. This software assembles data through MedScan (text 
mining tool) and process assumed information by natural language processing [40]. The 
language expounds them to logical concepts and extracts functional relationships miRNAs, 




especially for literatures on AS genes. To predict interaction networks, the software makes 
different groups of genes and finds a relation between a protein and its group using 
algorithms such as Fisher’s Exact Test [40]. The software is equipped with several layout 
algorithms for drawing links and visualization of the network [40]. At first, we calculated 
median-test for transcript numbers of all of the genes by Minitab 16. Median value (which 
was 2) used as a threshold for division of AS genes in two sets: genes with transcript number 
>2 as a high AS genes and genes with 2 transcript number as a low AS genes. 
Three networks were constructed based on AS isoform number; network for high AS genes 
sets, network for low AS genes sets and network for interaction of high and low genes sets. 
To provide comprehensive information on different interactions which may happen in 
constructed networks some special sub networks of miRNA-TF, TF-TF, miRNA-TF-Gene 
were subtracted in two genes sets networks. Union selection, physical and direct interaction 
algorithms were used to make statistical network based on AS genes. 
To evaluate and compare of obtained results of pathway studio software with other tools and 
algorithms, interaction of nodes (proteins) in both gene sets were reanalyzed by STRING 
version 10 (http://string-db.org/). This online server provides critical assessment of protein-
protein interaction based on prediction and clustering algorithms, including K-means and 
MCL [42]. Moreover, AtmiRNET (http://AtmiRNET.itps.ncku.edu.tw/) was used to 
reanalyze interaction between miRNAs and TFs [43]. 
Prediction of miRNA for AS genes 
miRNAs bind to their targets with perfect or near-perfect complementary [17]. We used this 
characteristic to predict potential miRNA for identified AS targets [44]. miRNAs were 
predicted using psRNA target online sever 
(http://plantgrn.noble.org/psRNATarget/?function=2) with the default parameters.  




The H. vulgare plants were sown in sand and watered daily with a half-strength Hoagland 
nutrient solution under normal conditions (16 h of light, 25 ◦C; 8 h of dark, 15 ◦C). Five 
weeks old seedlings were transferred to hydroponic chambers and treated in half-strength 
Hoagland nutrient solutions with 300 mM NaCl. Shoot and root samples were collected after 
6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 after treatments and briefly rinsed in distilled water, blotted dry, 
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen before stored at -80◦C.  
Semi quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) 
Total RNA was extracted from root and shoot tissues using the Fast PureTM RNA Kit 
(Takara, Japan; Cat#9190). RNA was treated with RNase-free Dnase I (Fermentas) to remove 
DNA contamination. The quantity and quality of purified RNA was evaluated using a nano-
drop spectrophotometer and agarose gel electrophoresis. Less than 350 ng of total RNA 
samples of treated and controlled shoot and root tissues were used for RT-PCR reaction. 
cDNA synthesis was carried out using RNA PCR Kit (AMV, Takara, Japan).  The oligo dT-
adaptor primer was used for cDNA synthesis at 42 ◦C, for 60 min. 
Two primers were used for amplification of V2: F, 5-
GUAACUGGAGCGAAAAUUGGGAACC-3 and R, 3-
AAUCAGGAUUGCUUUGUUUUAUCUU-5 
And for amplification of V 1 the following pair primers utilized: 
F, 5-GUAACUGGAGCGAAAAUUGGGAACC-3 
R, 3-AUUUAUGCA CCGGGCUUUCCAGGGU-5 
The primers sequence of 18 s rRNA as a housekeeping gene was: 





The PCR condition was: 4 min at 94 ◦C (one cycle), 40 sec at 94 ◦C, 30 sec at 54 ◦C, 30 sec 
at 72 ◦C (37 cycles), and 10 min at 72 ◦C (one cycle). The PCR product was purified 
followed by sequencing. 18srRNA gene used as a house-keeping gene for internal control and 
measures the expression level of the target gene (EF, MLOC_3412) under treated and 
untreated conditions. 
 
Result and Discussion 
Detection of alternative splicing events 
Result showed that 51% of barley genes, serine/threonine-protein kinase schematically 
presented as an example of these genes undergone AS events (Figure 1). On the basis of the 
putative mapping, in the AS landscape 4% Exons skipping, 7% alternative donor sites, 17% 
alternative acceptor sites, 54% introns retention and 18% others (complex events) were 
observed (Figure 2). The observed high abundance of intron retention is consistent with 
previous reports in organism such as Medicago truncatula (39%), Populus trichocarpa 
(34%), Sorghum bicolor (41%), Arabidopsis thaliana (56%), Oryza sativa (54%), 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (50%), Brachypodium distachyon (55%) [28,45-47]. 
Among the different classes of alternative splicing events in barley, intron retention was the 
most prevalent which is associated with specific abiotic stresses  [1]. Prevalence of intron 
retention type in H. vulgare supports the intron definition model, which introns are identified 
by the splicing machinery splicesomes. It has been stated that plant introns retention is not 
only derived just as a cause of incomplete splicing, but also they are maintained as potential 
cytoplasmic translatable transcripts [48]. As most of the intron retention events in 
Arabidopsis happened in PTC+ isoforms, it possibly means that intron retention, as well as 




expression. The coupling of AS with NMD appears to be widespread among eukaryotes [49] 
that their coupling was showed in AFC2, encoding a highly conserved LAMMER kinase 
which phosphorylates splicing factors, establishing a complex loop in AS regulation ([50]) 
Recently, evidence showed that AS play a possible role in regulating the level of functional 
transcripts RUST in addition to generating proteome diversity [51]. 
Deep transcriptome sequencing showed that PTC1 is prevalent in barley [30]. PTC1 and the 
NMD pathway which leads to rapid degradation of PTC1 transcripts have a central role in  
expression regulation of numerous genes [52]. It has been estimated that up to 72% of AS 
events in human spliceosomal factors introduce in frame PTCs [53], while more than one-
third of PTC+ splicing isoforms could be targeted for NMD [54]. 
Despite the low sequence homology in the retained intron, an example of such an event is 
conserved IntronR4 in the CCA1/LHY mRNAs of Arabidopsis, Populus, Oryza and 
Brachypodium [47,55,56]. This intron retention event resulted in accumulation of high levels 
of PTC+ transcripts [1]. Recent study in barley was shown that about 10% of PTC+ 
transcripts caused by intron retention [30]. Interestingly, most part of intron retention 
transcripts of Arabidopsis do not leave the nucleus and so avoid NMD [57,58]. 
 
Features of exons and introns  
Following the mapping, we calculated the lengths of internal exons and introns. The sizes of 
exons were from 10 to 3241 bp. Nevertheless, the majority of exons had a size below 500 bp 
(90%) and 60% lied between 10 and 200 bp (Figure 3 A). The exon length is in line with the 
previous reports in Arabidopsis and Sorghum [18,28]. The shorter exons have high potential 
for AS events by exon shuffling events coupled with the exon duplication and may promote 
the genome and transcriptomic complexity [59]. However, in compared with exon size, the 




size range of 100 to 500 bp (Figure 3 B). The average intron size in Hordeum was close to 
Sorghum [18], whereas longer than the average intron size of Arabidopsis [28]. These data 
also verified the hypothesis that AS events in barley is line with the intron definition model. 
Intron and exon lengths reflect the constraints imposed by splicing recognition and frequency 
of AS [18]. Introns flanking alternatively spliced exons are long, whereas constitutively 
spliced exons are flanked by short introns [60]. Also, enlarged exons lead to exon skipping, 
but if the flanking introns are short, the enlarged exon is included [61]. 
 
GOs of AS genes versus Reference Genome 
Comparing gene lists with their expected genome-wide protein distribution can give insight 
into potential biological significance [29]. Figure 4 (A and B) shows an example of this 
capability. Here, under ‘‘Molecular Function’’ catalytic activity and binding molecular 
functions are significantly higher than of its expected genome distribution in the AS affected 
genes. It may be of functional importance in revealing the genes in various biological 
pathways.  
Biological process (BP) GO terms are analogous to genes because they have regulatory 
relationships with each other that can be used to construct a directed acyclic network [38]. 
For this, classifying a large number of AS affected genes in a small number of BP GO classes 
can help to the decrease the complexity and unraveling of common and specific pathways for 
two sets of genes that impacted with different rate of AS. 
To achieve this goal, analysis of GO based on BP were done for AS genes (Figure 4 B). As 
shown, metabolic and cellular processes were higher than its expected genome distribution. 
Comparative molecular GO analysis for high and low AS genes revealed that they have 




differences were observed in the molecular transducer activity and structural molecular 
activity. 
  
Functional Ontology of AS genes 
Functional ontology analysis of AS genes in molecular function category showed that 
catalytic activity and binding proteins are the most prevalent ontology. About 45% of 
predicted proteins coded by the alternatively spliced genes had catalytic activity (Figure 5).  
About 24% of the proteins had binding activity including nucleotide, protein and RNA 
binding (Figure 5). AS genes grouped in binding activity are of particular functional 
importance in splicing biological pathways. It has been suggested that the binding of the 
proteins to cis-regulatory sequences in exons and introns and associated splicing regulators 
may regulate the loading of the splicing machinery to splice site [3]. Another example is 
transcription factors which are known to affect the expression of genes. Interestingly, several 
transcription factors such as ANAC, MYB and WRKY families themselves are subjected to 
splicing regulation. The exact mechanism by which alternative isoforms of TFs are regulated 
and how they affect downstream targets remains unknown [62]. Computational analysis has 
identified several exonic and intronic splicing enhancer sequences in Arabidopsis. It is 
suggested that these sequences together with SR proteins likely play important roles in 
regulating alternative splicing in response to various stresses [63]. Recently, it has been 
reported that a splice variant of Arabidopsis Indeterminate Domain14 transcription factor 
regulates the function of the IDD14α in starch metabolism by acting as an inhibitor forming 
hetero dimers, which explains the role of the AS in regulation of the transcription factor 
activity [64]. The occurrence of AS in transcription factors intimates to another level of 




proposal that various stages of genetic information transmission display extensive coupling at 
various levels. 
GO analysis for biological process in AS genes showed that most of the alternative spliced 
genes are involved in metabolic process (Figure S1 A). Result of surveying of different levels 
of GOs in biological process showed that some classes of GOs, under biological process, are 
specific for high and low AS genes. For example nitrogen compound in metabolic process 
were found only in high AS sets while macromolecule metabolic process class were specific 
to low AS genes (Figure S1 B, C). 
 
Networks revealed a cross talk between AS and miRNA 
Two separate networks for high and low AS genes were built. Results showed that the most 
of AS affected genes haven’t any connection with together in the networks. Closer inspection 
revealed that AS acts as a regulatory link and possibly regulates the interactions of miRNAs 
and environmental stress. 
 
Interaction network of splicing machinery genes in high and low AS  
Figure 6, combined network of high and low AS, highlighted the possible following 
interactions: 1) U1-70K as a major splicing element 2) interaction between U1-70K and SC-
35 (ATSC-35 in the network) 3) cross-talk between miRNA biogenesis and AS 4) response to 
stress by SR family 5) regulation of SR1 by high and low AS. 
U1-70K is one of the U1 snRNP-specific proteins implicated in regulating basic splicing and 
AS of pre-mRNAs [65]. Network analysis revealed that U1-70K is a hub protein in network 
of AS genes which interact with splicing factors of SR family proteins including SR45, SR33, 




showed that SR45, SR33, SR1, SRZ21 connects with AFC2, a kinase with more than two 
isoforms in barley. It was also previously reported in Prunus scoparia [66]. 
Golovkin and Reddy (2003) reported that SC-35 interact directly with U1-70K and affects its 
splice site selection characteristics [67]. The presence of SC-35 in connection with U1-70K 
and other splicing factors such as RSZ33 and SIP1A in network of two gene sets (high and 
low splicing) indicates that SC-35 may be an important splicing factors in the barley splicing 
networks. Also we showed that this protein connected directly with RNA polymerase II 
which regulated by DCL1 (Figure 6). Splicing and transcription are usually linked [68] and 
miRNAs are post-transcriptional regulators of regulatory networks [69]. DCL1 (Dicer Like 
proteins) which is a RNA helicase involved in miRNAs processing and biogenesis [70] and 
categorized in high AS gene set. Expression of DCL1 prohibited by miR162A, miR162B, 
miR168A, miR172A and activated by miR414 (Figure 6). In addition, some of genes involve 
in the miRNA biogenesis such as SE and HEN1 were affected by splicing. DCL1 and HEN1 
belong to the high AS gene in the barley whereas SE was a common in two gene sets. As a 
result, it probably is a linkage between miRNA processing and splicing. 
Common and specific miRNAs and TFs in high and low AS genes  
Network analysis exhibited that some of miRNAs and TFs were common in the two sets of 
genes (Table S1) for example miR156A, miR156B, miR399A, miR408, miR414, miR778A, 
miR823A, miR827A, miR828A, miR858A, miR156, miR157 and some TFs as a ABF1, ABF2, 
ABF4, ABI4, AG and AGF1that highlighted its vital regulatory roles in AS process.  
Interestingly, as shown in Table S1, some regulatory molecules were specific for high and 
low AS gene sets. For example miR171C and miR169J were specific for low and high AS 




For more dissection of interaction between TFs and miRNAs that regulate AS events, we 
draw sub-networks between miRNAs and some TFs that specific for high AS gene set. 
 
Sub-network of NF-YA10 and miR169 as a clue for crosstalk of stress and high AS 
events 
All of NF-YA family members were belonged to high AS genes. They delayed flowering and 
reduced growth of plants for the save energy in abiotic stress and strongly can be induced by 
various stress condition [71]. NF-YA2 and NF-YA10 are present in the high AS genes and 
they produce more than two alternatively spliced variants regulated by miR169 family 
members, in post-transcriptional manner. Interestingly all of miR169 members targeted a high 
AS genes except miR169A which were common between networks of low and high AS gene 
set. 
MiR169 family, except of miR169A, regulates NF-YA10 (Figure7). Decreased levels of 
miR169 and over expressed levels of NF-YA2 and NF-YA10 enhanced tolerance to various 
abiotic stresses and make balance in sucrose/starch and cell elongation [71]. Consequently 
adaptive response to adverse environmental conditions can be achieved. Altogether, it seems 
that miR169 family members play important roles in AS events and adaptive process by 
regulation of NF-Y10. 
Sub-network of REV and miR166 as a part of auxin signaling system  
GO analysis revealed that AS is in metabolic process and response to stress. As auxin 
signaling is one of the mechanisms of response to stress [72], sub-network was constructed to 
show specific sub-network in auxin signaling found solely in high AS genes. REV is a 
homeobox-leucine zipper protein that exhibits a gene structure with more than two alternative 
transcriptional variants in transcripts. This TF plays an important role in laying down leaf 




auxin, transcription factors, miRNAs and carrier complex and is the key regulatory gene in 
plant morphogenesis [74]. Transcriptional variant of REV was regulated by miR165 and 
miR166 families. It is indicated that REV may be regulated in the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels and may be play a role in linking between post-transcriptional gene 
silencing and production of proteins (Figure 8). REV increased auxin polar flowering vascular 
bundles [75] and it showed negative correlation with miR165/166 [76]. This may suggest 
alternation expression of REV by miR165/166 during stress caused induce levels of auxin in 
the vascular and show tolerance to stress. 
 
SPLs as important TFs in AS system 
SPL2, 6, 10, 11, MBA10.13 (squamosa promoter-binding-like protein 13) and MFB16.6 
(squamosa promoter-binding-like protein 16) are specific for high AS gene sets which 
regulated by miR156 and miR157 family members [77]. These TFs located in the nucleus and 
can bind to DNA with their zinc ion binding motifs to regulate the gene expression (Figure 
9). SPL2 and MFB16.6 are involved in vegetative and reproduction phases and regulate the 
floral transitions [78]. miR172B regulated by SPL10 [79] also, MiR172B was indirectly 
regulated by miR156/157 family members (Figure 9). MiR172B regulated transcription 
factors (SNZ, AP2, SMZ, K21H1.22, RAP2.7 and TOE2) that are involved in ethylene 
mediated signaling pathway and organism development [77] which they are common in high 
and low AS. SPL2 and SPL10 regulated by DCL1 [80] so these TFs may be involve in the 
gene silencing. SPL2 suppressed YUC2 and YUC6; these genes involved in the auxin 
biosynthesis process [81] and generate more than two alternatively spliced variant. Hence, 
SPLs may regulate auxin and ethylene signaling and gene silencing in vegetative and 




Also analysis of interaction between AS genes with K-means and MCL algorithms in 
STRING server, revealed significant score (confidence score > 0.9) for each sub networks 
(Table S2) and results were consistent with Pathway Studio outputs (Figure S2 A, B, C, D) 
(Figure S3 A, B) (Table S3) 
Experimental validation of alternative splicing events 
To validate the accuracy of bioinformatics analysis, elongation factor family protein 
(MLOC_3412) with identified alternative splicing events were selected. The decisive factor in 
the choice of a sample gene was the potential modification of protein domains or protein 
sequence motifs by alternative splicing [82]. As a consequence of this approach, elongation 
factor family protein (MLOC_3412) selected. For amplification of the variant1 of 
MLOC_3412, one primer resides on exon 13, which is lacking in the mRNA of the variant2; 
the second primer was on exon 9 which was common in both splicing variants (Figure 10). 
For verification of the second splice variant, one primer only binds to the exon-exon junction 
of exons 11 and 12. Amplification of splicing variants of this gene was shown in Figure 10 A. 
The tissue-specific pattern was shown for both splice variants (Figure 10 B and C). As a 
result, the expression levels of both variants in the shoot tissue were higher than the root 
tissue during the times of stress (Figure 10 C).  However, the relative expression of variant 2 
was higher than variant 1 which revealed is; the variant2 is relatively major transcript in 
response to salt stress in the H. vulgare.  
The findings of this study are mostly obtained from bioinformatics and computational 
biology analysis which suggest new possibilities and approaches in the study of alternative 
splicing. However, more experimental support and evidence are clearly needed to be 




In conclusion, widespread occurrence of AS and the range of functional gene groups supports 
an essential role for AS in development, physiological, metabolism, and response to 
environmental conditions on barley. Comparative analysis between networks of two gene sets 
showed that some common TFs, miRNAs, kinases have a controlling role in the networks of 
two genes sets. These common regulators are vital in controlling of AS systems and AS 
related process in barley. Interestingly, results indicated that most of the high AS genes 
controlled by low splicing gene such as DCL1, LEC2, CDF1 (Figure 6, 7, 8, 9). For the first 
time, this study introduces the Network-based approach in study of AS. This study provides a 
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Figure 1: Transcript variants of Serine/threonine-protein kinase in Hordeum vulgare. Alternative 
splicing (AS) in this gene produces 13 transcripts per gene. Intron retention occurred in all of the 
variants; also exon skiping resulted in a variant in Serine/threonine-protein kinase for example in 
MLOC_53969.8.  
 
Figure 2: Distribution of different type of Alternative splicing (AS) events in H. vulgare. Intron R: 
Intron retention, AltD:Alternative donor splice site, AltA: Alternative acceptor splice site, ExonS: 
Exon skipping. Others: Mutually exclusive exons, Alternative promoters, Alternative poly (A) 
and other trans forms categorized as a Others or complex events. Intron retention is the 
prevalent type of AS in H. vulgare. In contrast, Exon skiping is a rarest form. 
 
Figure 3: Distribution of internal exon and intron size in Alternative splicing (AS) 
events in H. vulgare. A) The x-axis indicates the size of internal exons and the y-axis 
indicates the frequency of internal exons. B) The x-axis indicates the size of introns and the 
y-axis indicates the frequency of internal exons. Bin sizes are right inclusive (e.g. bin 100 
comprises sequences of lengths 1–100 bp). More than 50 % of exons sizes are below 200 bp 
(A).  The average intron size is 433 bp(B). 
 
Figure 4. Gene Onyology (GO) distribution of Alternative spliced (AS) genes (blue bars) 
vs. Reference genome (green bars). The Y-axis is the percentage of genes mapped by the 
term, and represents the abundance of the GO term. The X-axis is the definition of GO terms. 
A) Molecular function for AS genes. B) Biological process for AS genes. ‘Catalytic activity 
and binding’ in Molecular function and ‘Metabolic process’ in Biological Process of AS 
genes is higher than its expected number of whole Genome in both sets of genes. Catalytic 
activities including of transferase activity, hydrolase activity, oxidoreductase activity, RNA 
splicing factor activity, lyse activity, ligase activity, isomerase activity genes. ‘Binding’ also 
included binding to DNA, RNA (interestingly consist a proteins that including in mRNA 
processing).   
 
Figure 5. Gene Onyology (GO) distribution of Alternative spliced (AS)  genes in 
Molecular function. The Y-axis is the percentage of genes mapped by the term, and 
  
27 
represents the abundance of the GO term. The X-axis is the definition of GO terms. Catalytic 
activity and binding are prevalence group in molecular function categories. 
Figure 6. Subnetwork of cross-talk between splicing machinery genes derived from high 
Alternative spliced (AS)  and low AS sets in Hordeum vulgare. Network includes 
interaction splicing machinery, miRNAs, TFs, stress, cell process, complex and functional 
class. Network constructed using Pathway Studio version 10 (ELSEVIER) based on high and 
low AS genes. To identify splicing machinery genes of high and low AS genes, genes that 
found specifically in the high AS, low AS and common in the two gene sets network are 
highlighted in yellow, blue and pink. Yellow boxes under the network are Gene Ontology 
(GO) which reveled AS involved in many cell processes. U1-70 k is a hub protein in this 
network that is shown by red flash. Represents positive-regulated and represents negative-
regulated 
 
Figure 7. Interaction between miR169 family and NF-YA10. Network includes interaction 
of miRNAs and transcription factors (TFs). NF-YA10 is in the high Alternative spliced (AS) 
genes and regulated by miR169 family members (except miR169a). High AS, low AS and 
common in the two genes sets in network highlighted as yellow, blue and pink. Represent 
as a negative-regulated 
 
Figure 8: Interaction of REV and miR165, miR166 and its impact on various 
developmental processes. Network contains miRNAs, transcription factors (TFs), cell 
process, complex and small molecule. Network constructed using Pathway Studio version 10 
(ELSEVIER) based on high and low AS genes. REV is highlighted in yellow and TFs 
belonging to low AS gene are blue highlighted. Yellow boxes under the network are Gene 
Ontology (GO) which reveled involvement of REV in many cell processes.  represents 
positive-regulated and  represents negative-regulated. 
 
Figure 9: Cross-talk between SPLs and miR156/miR157 family in high splicing gene set. 
Network includes interaction between miRNAs, transcription factors (TFs) and proteins. 
Network is constructed using Pathway Studio version 10 (ELSEVIER) based on SPLs that 
are high Alternative spliced (AS)  genes. Yellow, blue and pink highlights are genes that are 
in high, low and common in two set genes, respectively.  represents positive-regulated and 
  represents negative-regulated. 
 
Figure 10: Alternative Splicing (A) and expression pattern (B and C) of Elongation 
factor (EE) MLOC_3412 in H. vulgare. EF has two splicing variant which variant 2 is a 

























































































>Results demonstrated that intron retention is frequently associated with specific abiotic stresses 
>Network analysis resulted in discovery of some specific sub networks between miRNAs and 
transcription factors in genes with high number of alternative splicing, 
>Interaction between high and low alternative splicing genes highlighted the role of U1-70K as a hub 
(central) protein. 
 
 
 
